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New York Times Science EditorVisits Longwood
Kristen Casalenouvo
Opinion Bditor
The New York Times brought
more to I,ongwood than just free
newspapers. On Wednesday April
19, the New York Times, in collaboration with the American
Democracy Project, presented
speaker Cornelia "Cory" Dean, a
lecturer at Harvard University's
Division of Engineering and
Applied Science and a senior science writer for the Times. She
holds a bachelor's degree in
American Civilization and a master's degree in Journalism
The event was the most recent
installment in the Science for
Citizen leaders Series, a program
initiated by Dr. Charles Ross,
Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, in the spring of 2004.
His objective for the project is to
engage students in a wide range

of issues and effectively inspire
them to be active citizens.
Dean delivered upon that
theme as she challenged attendees to think critically about scientific facts that are presented to
them in daily life. She said that
having a basic understanding of
science can help citizens make
informed judgments regarding
government policy, medicine, the
environment, and other issues
they may confront.
Dean pointed out the dark
truth that most Americans are
ignorant and sometimes even
fearful of science. This leaves
them vulnerable to accepting
ideas supported by slanted evidence and statistics.
Dean contends that journalists
struggle in covering science.
"Science stories can be hard to
tell and hard to sell," she said.

Hard to tell, she explained,
because of the complex nature of
scientific research and hard to
sell, because science progresses
incrementally, so there is little
sensation to merit a full read.
Another hurdle for journalists
is that scientists are not willing to
grant interviews, pardy because it
takes time away from the lab and
maybe even more because it is
difficult to explain their technical
work to a lay person. In an effort
to alleviate this problem, Dean is
currently lecturing Harvard engineering students on the importance of communicating science
to the public.
After writing and editing for
the Providence Journal for fifteen
years, she landed her first position
at the Times by sheer luck; someone spotted her carrying an issue
of Scientific American and rec-

ommended her for an opening in
the Times Science Department.
It was her research in coastline
erosion that opened the door to
her interest in environmental policy. In this field, she urges people
to again remain informed and
think critically. The government,
medicine, "and anything that has
money attached to it," she said,
will misrepresent science to support their own agendas
Dean's recent stories for the
Times have encompassed the
evolution debate, the sea level
rise, and profiles of scientists
whom she highlights for their
ability to talk to the public about
science. For anyone pursuing a
career in science journalism, she
offers this advice: "Read everything, write as much as you can,
and always carry a copy of
Scientific American."

Aramark Serves New Meal Plan Options lor 2006-2007
Naomi Pearson
Copy Editor

plus 75 bonus dollars. Due to
popular demand, a new plan permitting an unlimited number of
Along with the changes in living meals each week, plus 50 bonus
arrangements for residential stu- dollars is now being offered.
The 5-meals weekly option
dents and in tuition, new meal
plans are among the newest reve- open to students residing at
lations at Longwood University. Longwood Landings and lancer
According to Grant Avent, Village (formerly Stanley Park) as
Director of Dining Services, the well as commuter students is now
new meal plans are being offered available with the addition of
in response to the request of either 50 or 100 bonus dollars.
Another new plan, geared toward
Ix>ngwood students themselves.
Based on the results of sur- commuter students, offers 10veys taken in the Fall 2004, meals weekly plus 250 bonus dolSpring 2005, and Fall 2006 lars.
Bonus dollars may be used in
semesters, some plans were disthe
Dorrill Dining Hall, Outta
continued, others added and
Here,
lancer Cafe, Java City
another enhanced in two ways to
provide students more flexibility Greenwood as well as the proposed Blackwell Hall convenin their dining choices.
Neither the 19-meal and 15- ience market. Every meal plan
meal plans will be offered next except the 5-meal plans also
year, since the 14-meals weekly includes five guest meals.
plus 150 bonus dollars plan Although residential students are
offers approximately the same assigned a meal plan, they may
thing, with the added benefit of sign up for any other one greater
allowing students the option of than the minimum prescribed.
dining at the other campus dining All meal plans are open to comlocations. Also being carried over muter students.
In an effort to improve service
into the next academic year is the
plan offering a 150-meal block to students, ARAMARK con-

ducted surveys over the last sev- non-academic buildings, the dineral semesters. After analyzing ing hall and its services are conthe responses, new meal plans sidered auxiliary by the State of
were designed to best suit the Virginia and do not receive any
from
the
needs of the student body. Avent funding
presented the plans to Kathy Commonwealth. Only academic
Worster, Vice President of buildings and services are subsiFinancial Affairs so they could dized by the State; auxiliaries
work out monetary and contrac- must raise 100 percent of their
tual issues to the best benefit of costs.Worster pointed out, howeveryone, especially to students, ever, that even with the rising
and to Dr. Tim Pierson, Vice costs, the pricing of meal plans is
President of Student Affairs to still one of the best values stumake sure the students' feedback dents can get. "Think about how
was considered holistically, in much you get in the dining hall,"
addition to the survey results. she said. 'Try to get that at any of
The Board of Visitors had the the restaurants in town."
Any students who have quesfinal say on the reconfigured
meal options, and approved them tions or were satisfied with the
in its March 25 session. Meal old meal plans and do not like the
plans, along with tuition and reconfiguration, Avent encourother fees, are re-evaluated annu- ages to come and talk about it
with him. They can discuss what
ally.
Some meal plans have features they liked about their old
increased in price and others plan, compare it to new ones and
decreased due to the recalculated see if their concerns can be allecost per meal as well as other fac- viated.
Information about the meal
tors, which include the cost of
the food and its transportation to plan can be found on the dining
the university site, personnel and services website and in pamoperating
costs.
Worster phlets available in Dorrill Dining
explained that, like residential and Hall.
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Words From The Editor: Is it Easier to Allocate Money or Objectivity?
■ It has been a hope
of mine over the
past year to have a
beat reporter cover
the
Student
Government
Association Senate
meetings. I recently
landed myself in a position to attend
one of these assemblages; to defend
the integrity of the newspaper after
that scandalous headline made its
way into our publication (again, 1
apologize).
I was informed that a member of
the Ambassadors wanted to make a
presentation to the SGA's Audit and
Oversight Committee to discuss our
unacceptable and irresponsible
behavior. I was not particularly
excited about explaining the dramatic situation of the mistake yet again,
especially since we printed a retraction and contacted the necessary
authorities, but my affinity for
newsprint proved stronger than my
distaste for adventitious affairs. The
constant claims that we do not care

about the newspaper or take it seriously, despite the coundess hours
and sleepless nights spent in the
office, have morphed in my mind
from cynical to ignorant and lost
their edge of indignation.
While sitting through this meeting I felt that one of us, Emily,
Naomi, and Courtney in accompaniment, should make good use of
our time and cover the meeting for
The Rotunda. I asked Naomi, our
copy editor, to scribe the events
transpiring, but in the midst of this
we simultaneously realized that the
debates taking place were not only
confusing, but somewhat petty.
Not to say that this one meeting is
a reflection of the SGA or that
those adjectives define the members, but the entire process and
some of the logics verbalized
seemed futile.
First, senate members relayed
concerns from students who were
unable to enter the Blackboard
voting system during the SGA and
class officer elections. I sat patient-
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ly and waited as one member made an
irrelevant point, and then another
pointed out the insignificance and
then another argued over the argument, finally coming to the conclusion that nothing could be done
about this error.
Two hours deep into the meeting
the assembly finally moved on to the
student finance budget allocations.
Scott Krogh, the Treasurer, who was
leading this portion saw the anguish
in our eyes and encouraged the
notion of staying on topic (thank
you). They were approving clubs'
budget allocations for next year. Craig
Smith defended the SGA's need for a
voting machine. This would allow the
student body to view how each member voted on various issues, such as
allocations for their organization. The
necessity for this $12, 000 device was
questioned by some members, believing that there should be a level of
trust between the student government and student body, one that
would not require such tangible evidence. This thought was quickly dismissed and the arguments recommenced.
Due to excessive abstentions, this
vote had to be counted several times
and the tie was finally broken when

Vice President, Tiffany Rke voted
for the machine. This decision was
personally, particularly surprising
since I recall the SGA's recent contemplation to pull our funding for
print the moment our ad income
increased, because so many other
organizations were in need of funding.
In the middle of discussion concerning the allocations of another
organization. Smith interrupted to
present the idea that in the future
clubs who are given money to attend
conferences should be obligated to
write a report and present the information they obtained to the SGA. I
am still not certain of the segue he
saw to move into this topic, but the
others in the room noted this digression in time to stop it from propagating into another hour long debate.
By the time we were given the
opportunity to defend our honor, 1
picked up on an irony that was permeating through the room. We, The
Rotunda, were being chastised for a
mistake at a meeting that was taking
a substantial amount of time so certain members could dispute their
own mistakes, such as breaking their
constitution. While we accepted the
responsibility of our actions, 1 only-

saw members of the SGA displacing blame. They mandate that
organizations consider allocation
requests carefully, yet they frivolously allotted themselves $12,000 for a
luxury.
I have refrained from commenting on the SGA through this year of
editorship for two reasons: (1) they
do devote their time to a worthy
cause that is advantageous for the
students of Longwood, and (2) one
of the previous editors took it upon
herself to transform "words from
the editor" into "complaining about
the SGA," every week.
While I am certain that no scandals endangering the students of
Longwood have or will occur, it is
vexing to watch a complex form in
such an important and intliu-nti.il
organization. I hope the future
members of our student government can dissipate this obsession
with power, and in doing so will
provide free time to maintain an
efficient, egalitarian system.

Janet Jones
Editor-a-Chief

T.I Hustler s Ambition
Matt Bloom
Staff Writer
Even though the lead single to Curtis
"50 Cent" Jackson's semi-biographical
movie stinks, there is nothing about its
artist that does. In fact, Clifford "Tip"
Harris, better known as T.I., the selfproclaimed "King of the South" has
also established a large, diverse business mini-empire.
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, legendary rapper Scarface's successor is
here and here to stay. With four critically acclaimed albums the Bankhead,
Atlanta native is a force to be reckoned
with. Just ask Lil' Flip, a Houston
based MC who dissed T.I. when he was
locked up for violation of probation.
Lil' Flip was subsequendy humiliated
when T.I. got out TJ's lirde-known
debut, "I'm Serious," along with Trap
Muzik," "Urban Legend," and "King"
have garnered respectable sales and
produced a massive number of singles,
"Bring 'Em Out," "You Don't Know
Me," "What You Know," "Front
Back," "24's," arid "Rubber Band
Man" to name just a few, along with
millions of ringtonc downloads. Lil'
Flip's reputation and album sales have
never recovered.
Grand Hustle Records, a label that
T.I. founded, has signed a multi-artist.

multi-million dollar distribution deal
with Atlantic Records. He has also
established a film production company, Grand Husde Films, and a music
publishing company, Grand Husde
Music T.I. also has a contracting company that renovates and builds homes
around the Atlanta area.
The King's ambitions don't stop in
the music and business world. T.I.,
the first rapper to do so, has appeared
as a guest on Fox's "The O.C" on several occasions. ATL, a recent Chris
Robinson film, stars Atlanta natives
Big Boi (of Outkast) and T.I., has
made millions in the box office and
helped both rappers gain a broader
national audience.
GrandHustle.com says T.I.'s charisma has taken him to the "cover of
VIBE (January '05) and into the fashion pages of GQ (May '05), earned
him the award for Most Stylish Male
at the 2005 BET Awards, and secured
him spots on BETs 'All Shades of
Fine: 25 Hottest Men of the Last 25
Years' and Teen People's The 25
Hottest Stars Under 25' lists." All of
these honors pale in comparison to
his status as the best rapper in the
South, which is endorsed by the previous King, the Houston-based
Scartace.
The Lisa "Left Eye" Lopez

Foundation honoted T.I. with the
2005 Lisa Lopez Award for groundbreaking achievements in music and
community service. His charity work
is in the form of donations and
appearances at fundraisers for David
Banner's "Heal the Hood" charity,
which helps victims of Hurricane
Katrina, personal donations to other
Katrina charities, and providing
scholarships to single-parent families
through the Boys & Giris Club.
Pharrell Williams of the Neptunes
has called this superetar the "Jay-Z of
the South", as reported on the Grand
Husde website. T.I. is one busy man,
but he puts his music ahead of all his
other businesses. When recently
asked in a magazine interview what
he plans to do next with his life, the
platinum selling rappee simply stated,
"I don't know. I'm on top of the
work! right now, and I'm just trying
to enjoy the ride."
ATL is in theatres right now, and
"King" is in stores. The album comes
with a bonus DVD featuring the
music video for "Front Back" and
clips from a concert It contains the
hit singles "Front Back", "Ride Wit
Me", "What You Know", as well as
"Live In The Sky" and 'The Good
Life." XXL gave the album a XL rating
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Hot Dogs Get a Montk, tke Eartk Gets a Day
A Promenade Through Industrial Farming
Kristen Catalenuovo
Opinion Editor

Animal rights activists aren't the
only people advocating a plantbased diet. Science provides further reasons why meat consumption entials more cost than benefit.
A study published by two professors from the University of
Chicago links industrial meat production to frightening levels of
greenhouse
gas
emissions
(GHGs).
Gidon Eshel and Pamela
Martin, associate professors in
the Department of Geophysical
Sciences, have broken new
ground by tediously calculating
the annual GHGs due to industrial livestock farms. They compared that with calculations of
GHGs released from vehicles on
the road.
The number crunching shows
that an animal-based diet is just as
detrimental to the environment as
driving a Hummer. This is due to
not only the fossil fuels that must
be burned during the production
of meat, but also the methane
released from animal waste,
which is a GHG 24 times more
potent than carbon dioxide.
In case global warming doesn't
set off bells and whistles for you,
there's a more personal reason
you should be concerned.
Extensive scientific research has
linked health issues to the con-

sumption of meat, including cardiovascular disease and hypertension.
The real threat lies not in the
meat itself, but in the industrial
farming practices that provide
the vast majority of it.
Concentrated Animal Feeding
Operations
(CAFOs),
also
referred to as industrial farms,
employ hormones, antibiotics,
constricted livestock living space,
and processed feed to maximize
the growth and thus output of
their production.
Industrial farms are run just
like any other business; they want
to maximize profits. The problem
is the push for efficiency is compromising the welfare of all life
on this planet; humanity, animals,
and the environment.
Journalists downplay the atrocities if they bother to report on
them, such as an article that the
Associated Press released on
Monday describing the most
recent mad cow case. The writer
states that "the disease has been
believed to spread only when catde eat feed containing certain tissues from infected cattle."
As previously mentioned,
CAFOs often process their own
feed on site for livestock because
it's much cheaper than allowing
animals to grass graze. The hearty
mixture contains corn, grains,
and what the AP writer gendy
refers to as "catde protein."
Think the stuff the FDA won't

let them put in hot dogs. We're
not talking about the snouts,
ears, cartilage, and bones. Those
go into hot dogs (as confirmed
by an employee at the Smith field
Foods ham packing plant).
The rest of what's left, the
nervous tissue, spinal cord, and
brain, go into processed feed.
To protect against the further
spread of mad cow disease, the
USA and Canada banned feeding "cattle protein" to bovines
in 1997.
The FDA began discussions
on banning cow brains and
spinal cords from all livestock
feed in December 2005 (i.e. it's still being fed to animals, just
not cows). The rules are supposed to take effect some time
this year.
Where government policy is
lacking, more and more consumers are buying animal products that has been raised organically (no pesticides, hormones,
or other chemicals were used),
free-range (in a field under the
sun and not in a constricting
indoor pen), and grass-fed (are
allowed to forage).
July is National Hot Dog
Month, but before that gets
under way we have a whole day
this Saturday to celebrate our
blessed mother Earth. Let us
show our respect for her by
thinking critically about our
food and not supporting industrial farming.

Props:
+ Continuing the countdown to Summer
+ The breeze on a warm day
+ Cheesecake
+ Easter eggs
+ Dog sitters
+ Jeremiah being a bullfrog
+ Committing felonies with screwdrivers
+ Sunroom homework parties
+ Extended Lancer vacations
+ You know my favorite thing about Myspace?
+ Smelling like wonderful
+ Fortune cookies
+ The library for the new "almost due" email service
+ Getting hit in the neck with a tree
+ A body... of water
+ Fried green lesbians
+ Thirty minute blinks
+ Raging on homosociality and chemistry
+ Rod Stewart
+ Howling at the moon
+ Learning to love the struggle
+ Realizing you're soul mates
+ Spontaneous dance parties
+ The Health Care Center
+ Philosophy at sunset
+ Being on the same level
+ The great pool escape
+ Good luck in the Spring
There were too many props
so the drops had to be dropped.

Is Music a Religion?
Philip Klineburger
Staff Writer

First, answer this question: if
you could only have either religion or music in your life, which
would you pick? What's more
important to you? Are the two
even inseparable? In African
culture, music is inseparable
from religion. There is no distinction made between the secular, music, instruments or
vocals. The music reflects the
community's' beliefs. It almost
seems as though music is so
important in modern culture to
many people that it could
almost be a religion.
First of all, as there are various
religious
sects
like
Catholicism,
Judaism,
Methodists etc., there are differ-

ent genres of music such as
jazz, hip-hop, rock and reggae.
And as there are people who
have very restricted tastes in
music and are loyal to one genre
such as punk-rockers who have
mohwaks, wear tattered jeans
and metal studded arm bands,
people tend to be associated
with one religious sect. Fans
that are more loyal to their specific genre will listen to that
genre more often and tend to
associate with others who do
too.
The same may also be said
for religious folk; you're about
as likely to see a Jew and an
Arab sharing a cup of coffee as
you are to see a hard-core punk
rocker hang out with a gangster-rap fan. For many people,
their favorite bands and tastes

in music form a basis for their
identity in the same way that
religion does for others.
Although there are exceptions, the lyrics in music sometimes convey a philosophy or
message which is obviously the
case with religion too. Just like
how people quote a particular
passage in the bible, many people also quote lyrics in their
AIM profiles. Different genres
of music have different philosophies as well. For instance hardcore rap may have a live for the
moment; individualistic and
aggressive get rich philosophy
while reggae music may stress
peace and unity. Different religions also stress different
philosophies.
For instance,
Ashkenazi Judaism stresses the
autonomy of the individual

while Catholicism may stress
collectivity.
An important part of any
religion is praise, often in the
form of attending church.
Going to a concert can be seen
in the same light. When was the
last time you went to church and
when was the last time you went
to a concert? Going to a concert often involves many likeminded people together all
focusing on what's on stage and
what is being sung, just like the
people attending church listen
to the priest, or people at temple
listen to their rabbi.
Also, just as religions have
their leaders and their own gods,
so does music. It's not uncommon to hear of some bands or
musicians referred to as "gods
of rock" or gods of their

respective genre. After all, John
Lennon of the Beatles claimed
that they were more popular
than Jesus.
Many people seek religion for
many reasons but some do so to
feel good or to relax. Perhaps
Buddhists meditate to relax just
as many people listen to some
chill music on the commute
home from work to unwind.
People also look to religion for
support
Praying and, across various
cultures, certain rituals are performed to ensure well-being in
times of need. Many people
also look to music for similar
reasons. Sometimes putting on
your favorite album can bring
hope and joy into a difficult
period in your life just as praying
could.
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Texas Saus Drunk in Bars Equates Drunk in Public
Sara Bonovitch
Vtaturts Editor

Last month, Texas law enforcement and the Texas Alcoholic
Beverage Commission (TABC)
decided to amend the law and
procedures regarding public
intoxication. In order to cut
down on the number of drunkdriving incidents, the state
extended their regulations so that
law enforcement officers could
arrest people for being drunk in a
bar.
According to • the Dallas
Morning News, officials say public intoxication is against the law
and since any restaurant or similar establishment is a public place,
public intoxication can include
being drunk in a restaurant or
bar, regardless of whether the
patrons intend to drive or have a
designated driver.
This new procedure had many
Texans up in arms due to the fact
that many do not have any plans
of driving anywhere after drinking Many said they feel that this
is giving police officers more
power to discriminate against

.regular patrons of bars.
Texas law enforcement officers are not required to give
breath tests or to check a person's
blood alcohol content. Legally,
an officer could simply walk up
to a person and observe symptoms such as slurred speech or
bloodshot eyes as grounds for
arrest. The TABC reports that
such actions were being taken in
order to prevent accidents involving those under the influence.
Three years ago, Virginia officials tried to pass a similar law for
the same reasons. However,
because of its unpopularity with
state officials and the public, all
efforts in amending public intoxication regulations were terminated. Even though Virginia does
not have regulations as strict as
Texas, there are still laws against
public intoxication.
Drinking is inevitable at nearly
any college campus, but at
Longwood, campus police are
trained in alcohol information
and consequences, according to
Charles E. Lowe, Longwood
Chief of Police.
Campus officers are required

Congratulations to the Following
Winners of- tke SGA Election
SGA
President: Phillip Burns
VP: Stefanie Mancuso
Secretary: Karen Netdeton
Treasurer: Scott Krogh
Historian: Jamie Saunders
Publicity Chair: Ashley Carey
Senators:
Matt Beach
Sarah E. Brown
Ashley Carawan
Elizabeth Chenery
Ashley Etheridge
Amanda Hamilton
Michael Hamlett
Ossie Harris
Brian Raska
Jason Wolohan

Greg Zawistowski
Stacey Proffitt
Honor Board:
Erin Casey
Daniel Gaddis
Kathleen Heefher
Raymond McConnell
Alicia Moloney
Maria Saunders

Judicial Board:
BeaCornett
Phineas Dowling
Ashley Etheridge
Debbie Harrman
T. Jordan Miles III
Alicia Moloney
Anna-Nunnally-Price
Brian Raska
Meredith Robins
Tyler Sinsabaugh
Michelle Owen
Daniel Gaddis
Senior Class:
President: Tonia Smith
VP: Tyler Sinsabaugh
Secretary: Ashley Carey
Treasurer: Amber Wilkinson

Junior Class:
President: Kyle Pretsch
Soph. Class:
President: Anthony Waddell
VP: Amanda Mason
Treasurer: Whitney Renee
James

to follow the same guidelines as
local and state police.
"Here in Virginia the law is:
Profane swearing and intoxication in public [with a] penalty [of]
transportation of public inebriates to detoxification center," said
Lowe.
In that manner, Virginia differs
from Texas gready. In Texas,
officers give fines, rather than jail
time. In Virginia, those guilty of
public intoxication are taken to a
detoxification center.
"One thing you should know
is that there is not a detox facility
available in our area," said Lowe.
"This means those guilty of public intoxication are taken to the
Piedmont Regional Jail."
Students are urged to behave
and abide by the rules every time
they go out to drink, so that
Virginia officials will not turn to
the Texas example for help in
amending laws on public inebriation.
UPDATE
As of Friday, April 14, the
Texas arrest program was halted
in response to protests. The policy is under review.
-NP
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Lucu Slivinski: Bringing Life to Art
Kriiten Caaalenuovo
Opinion Editor

Lucy Slivinski earned her
Master's of Fine Arts in Fabric.
Then the cloth became too
restrictive. Today she weaves
steel rod poles.
The latest addition to the
Brock Commons Outdoor
Sculptures is a piece beside the
new Science Building. Unlike
any of the other additions, the
artist is creating it here on site,
allowing the entire community
to observe the creative evolution from conception to completion. Longwood .members
are taking full advantage of this
opportunity as Lucy has
received many visitors to her job
site since she began working
Monday.
While the crowds may keep
her from her task, she doesn't
mind chatting She is glad.to
share her insight with others
because it helps them to understand art better and in the long
term enjoy it better too. She
does this type of work at loca-

tions all over the USA, but she
does not usually find such an
inquisitive, friendly audience as
she has here at Longwood.
Lucy is constructing her sculpture from industrial materials she
purchased at the local recycling
center. She has brought forth the
tree form using angular iron
grates for the trunk and slim
rusted steel rods for branches she
bends to pierce and wind
through one another. The
progress is moving right along.
She expects to be done by
Sunday as long as the weather
forecast doesn't interfere.
Her crowning material will be
the placement of various taillights that will add a colorful
dimension to the earthy tones of
the rusted metals.
Lucy's rust-laden hands and
clothes signal her dedication to
her subject Her contemplative
attitude at the end of the day
hints at the satisfaction she
derives from her trade. Bending
steel is quite a feat for anyone, yet
Lucy says she enjoys the physical
challenge.

Seniors: Send us pictures
and memories that uou
would like to
share in
10OW AT M6.1.'

next weeks
Rotundathe last
issue of the
uear- at:
rotunda@longwood.edu
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Progression of the Longwood

Weekly Horoscopes:

Surf Club In Spite of tke Locale

Wise sayings often fall on barren ground, but a kind word is never thrown away.
Capricorn (©«. 22-jen. 19)

flquarius (jan.2o-febi8)
Philip Klineburger
Staff Writer

You may have been to one of
the Surf Club's party nights at
Mulligans this year. Maybe you
weren't. That would be a
shame because they were a
great time, but surf club does
much more than just party.
We're all well aware that the
biggest waves in Farmville are
in the Appomattox and that
long boarding around campus
is about the closest thing you
can get to riding a wave here.
That's why I-ongwood's surf
club has taken a couple of surf
trips this year to OBX and
Virginia Beach.
Last weekend eight of the
clubs members went to Avon
and rented out a beach house
for the weekend with hopes of
scoring some clean waves and
we lucked out. Even though
the surf forecast called for
marginal surf, we were sur-

prised to have 2 to 4 foot,
super-clean waves with offshore winds (those are good
for surfing) and plenty of
sun all day long
Members who had never
surfed before stood up on
their first waves.
Surf Club has also done a
lot of community service,
especially
with
Clean
Virginia Waterways.
We
have done clean-ups at
Sandy River, Appomattox
and on campus. We also
had a team compete in EcoQuest.
Surf Club has come a
long way this year. We are
losing some valuable senior
members but we hope that
more prospective members
will come out to a meeting
and continue this club.
Future plans include more
surf trips to OBX and
hopefully somewhere more
exotic

r

"Opportunity may knock only once,
but temptation leans on the doorbell."
-Anonymous

"If your ship doesn't come in, swim out to it.'
-Jonathan Winters

fIri£S (March 21-flpril 19)
"When I tell the truth, it is not for the
sake of convincing those who do not
know it, but for the sake of defending
those that do." -William Blake

pi»e£S (feb. 19-Merch 20)
"I don't know what your destiny will be, but one
thing I do know: the only ones among you who will
be really happy arc those who have sought and found
*
how to serve." -Albert Schweitzer

Gemini (May 21-june 20
"The test of courage comes when we are
in the minority. The test of tolerance
comes when we are in the majority."
-Ralph W. Sock man

TaurU8 (tfpril 20-May 20)
"He who goes to bed, and goes to bed sober, Falls
as the leaves do, and dies in October; But he who
goes to bed, and goes to bed mellow, Lives as he
ought to do, and dies an honest fellow."
-John Fletcher

Io£0 (July 23-flugu»t 22)
"Hold yourself responsible for a higher standard than anybody expects of you. Never
excuse yourself."
-Henry Ward Beecher

Cancgr (june 22-juiy 22)
"This above all: to thine ownself be true.
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man."
(Polonius)-William Shakespeare, Hamlet

Isibra (fcpt 22-Oeiober 23)
VirgO Wug. 23. 22-*ept. 21)
"1 don't know the key to success, but the key I
failure is to try to please everyone."
-Bill Cosby

Sagittarius (Nov. n-vic. 20
*

"The more you chase money, the harder
it is to catch it."
-Mike Tatum

"The thermometer of success is merely
the jealousy of the malcontents."
-Salvador Dali

§eorpio (Oet 24-Nov. 21)
"Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever
achieve greatly."
-Robert Francis Kennedy

s
tip
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For the Week of April 21-27
-^

Friday the 21st

Saturday the 22nd

Sunday the 23rd

Tuesday the 25th

Aluniiu: Milestone Reunion

Alumni: Milestone Reunion

Longwood Theatre: Closer

Voice Recital
7:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hal

Senior Voice Recital
7:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

3 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium

Departmental Recital
3:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

WMLU Meeting
9 p.m.
Hiner 203

Choral Concert
7:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall

LU Theatre: Closer
8 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

LU Theatre: Closer
8 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium
LP Band: Half Nasty
@ Relay for Life
9 p.m.
Lankford Mall

LP: Spamalot
Treasure Hunt
9 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom

Monday the 24th

Thursday the 27th

Wind Symphony/Jazz
Ensemble Concert
7:30 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

Athletics Banquet
5:30 p.m.
Lee Grand Dining Hall
Percussion Ensemble Concert
7:30 p.m.

Molnar Recital Hall

Dance:
Farewll Dance
Everyone is invited to this
FREE event!
When: Saturday, April 22nd
Where: Her Gym
Time: 10 pm—1 am
Sponsored By: Commuter
Student Association
A Residence Hall Association
Tke LonAwood Company of
Dancers
When: Friday, 28th; Saturday,
29th
Where: Jarmen Auditorium
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: $4/general public,
3/students
(on sale April 25th, call the
box office for
more info: 395-2474)

Need an internship?
Chech out LancerTRAK to learn more
about the following organizations
that are looking to hire!

Kings Ridge, Inc.
Infant Toddler Family Day Car*
United States Department of the Interior Appel Farm Arts & Music
Virginia Tech
Center for Pediatric Research

Center
National Business &
Disability Institute

Virginia Farm Bureau

Congressional His[ank

Chesterfield County

Prison Fellowship Ministries

National oumaliim Center

Turpentine Creeb Wildlife

Boy Scouts of America

Causcui Insitrtute

Refuge

GJimmerglass Optra
Western Pennsylvania

Walgreens

Pathway Homos, Inc.

Farfax County Public

Wold Trap Foundation for the

Northwestern Mutual Financial

Family Preservation

Library Foundation

Pwfof mlna Aits

Network

#ervKcs, Inc.

Conservancy

Childhclp USA Children's

Wlnteritavn Plantation

Longwood University

C#ftwf of Virujnla

Federal Aviation Administration

Youth Villages
Central Intelligence

Cinea, Inc.

Volunteer Fairfax

Center for Leadership and

Absolute Pober

Entrpreneur Innovations

Virginia Capital Semester
Entry Point!

Agency
Log on to LancerTRAK to fmd out more about those
internship!,
wwwJcmg^wcKl.edu/career/UincerTRAK.htm

WANTED:
Students interested in ads,
design 6" layout, writing
(of all kinds), computer
technicians.
Come to Tke Rotunda
office Monday nigkt at

9:15 p.m. to apply!

WHY SELL YOUR BOOKS BACK TO THE
BOOKSTORE ON CAMPUS?
1. If the book is being used in this summer or fall we will buy all we need for
50% of the purchase price.
(IN ORDER TO GIVE YOU THE 50% WE MUST HAVE THE BOOK
REQUEST FROM THE FACULTY BEFORE BOOK BUYBACK)

2. Students taking classes in the summer and fall will have more
used books available for their classes.
3. We give you cash on the spot-no waiting for a check or credit.
(LAST YEAR WE GAVE LONGWOOD STUDENTS OVER $411,000)

WHEN SHOULD I SELL MY BOOKS?
1. The best time to sell your books is during exam week.
Make sure you are finished with the books before selling them.
2. However, we purchase books year round, so if you no
longer need or want a book, you may want to sell it sooner.

THERE ARE THREE WAYS THAT DETERMINE THE
AMOUNT OF MONEY YOU RECEIVE.
1. When the professor requests the book for the upcoming terms (summer or fall) we
will give 50% of the purchase price until we have bought enough books to fill the
order.
2. We give the national market price for books that are not being used on our campus
or books that we have not received the order from the professor.
3. If the book is out of print, an old edition, or damaged it may not have a buyback
value. These books may be a valuable reference for your personal library.

TIPS FOR SELLING BOOKS!
1. If the book had a CD or other pieces, bring those with you.
Sometimes we can buy the book alone, but often the extra pieces are needed.
2. Remove all of your personal papers, etc.
3. For your protection we always require a current student ID or photo ID.
Current Bookstore Hours
Exam Week Hours

Mon-Fri 8:30 to 5:00 Sat 12:00 to 3:00
Mon-Fri 8:30 to 5:30 Sat 9:00 to 1:00

Call 434-395-2084 for more details
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Eating Disorders: Not Healthy Tools lor Weight Loss
college and without warning the dents, primarily females, are
freshman fifteen hits you hard known to develop eating disorand your self-esteem and body ders is to maintain or regain conIn my last article we covered obetrol in their lives. Controlling the
sity; its long-term effects and image go right out the window
amount of food or your daily
along
with
those
size
four
jeans.
causes of this disease in college
It's here when many of us start amount of exercise is one way to
students. As I explained, obesity
adjust to stressful or traumatic life
like many diseases, is an adverse to panic. We all know to lose
changes, such as going to college
weight,
you
have
to
consume
side effect of an unhealthy
and leaving home for the first
fewer
calories
than
you
burn
lifestyle. Obesity however isn't
time.
the only problem plaguing stu- daily.
Psychiatrists diagnose anorexia
We know the healthy way to do
dent body populations across the
nervosa
when a patient weighs at
this is to exercise and limit our
U.S. Eating disorders are also on
intake of high calorie foods and least 15 percent less than expectthe rise.
ed. People with anorexia cannot
For most of us, the terms beverages, but we also know
maintain a normal weight because
healthy
weight
loss
for
the
majoranorexia nervosa or bulimia are
they either refuse to eat enough,
ity
of
people
is
about
one
pound
nothing new. You were warned by
often exercise obsessively and
a
week.
your middle school Phys Ed
It seems so unfair that the fif- sometimes use laxatives or force
instructor, again by your high
themselves to vomit as well.
school health teachers and if teen pounds we gained in such a
Medical researchers have develyou've taken any health education short time is going to take fifteen
oped two categories for anorexia
weeks
to
burn
off.
Here
is
where
classes in college, I'm sure you've
nervosa including the "restrictor"
some
college
students
develop
heard them mentioned.
and the "bulimic." The restrictor
eating
disorders.
So why do so many college stuincludes persons who refuse to
Many
take
the
basic
rules
of
dents still have eating disorders?
eat food and bulimics include
The truth of the matter is that caloric intake and reduce their
individuals who attempt to
college students, like so many daily calories to the point where
restrict their food intake, but also
people out there, are looking for a they are either starving themsuffer from bouts of depression
quick fix to a long tetm problem. selves or barely eating enough to
and purging cycles.
survive.
Here's the scenario: you came to
The exercise bulimic is a relaAnother reason college stuMarina Sizow
A&EEJuor

tively new phrase adopted by stand that obsessing over weight
some medical professionals to does not contribute to a healthy
describe individuals, male or lifestyle. The fifteen or so weeks
female, who compulsively exer- it takes you to burn off that beer
belly could save your life in the
cise to lose weight.
Exercise done to excess is not long run.
Another, perhaps less known
good for your body. An exercise
land
of eating disorder, is the
bulimic will eat but immediately
afterward feels the need to burn abuse of prescription or over the
off whatever calories they just counter "diet pills." Before it was
taken off drug store shelves in
consumed.
Individuals who practice such 2004 by the FDA ephedra was
behaviors are more prone to making serious waves across the
sports or athletic injuries due to country in the weight loss.
The drug ephedrine, or Maoveruse. Your muscles and bones
huang,
however can cause a long
need rest. Exercising well once a
day, morning, noon or night, is list of serious side effects includenough to help you maintain or ing seizures (uncontrollable shaking), nervousness, high blood
lose weight successfully.
For those seeking to lose pressure, insomnia, difficult uriweight, I suggest a healthy break- nation, especially if you are a
fast, then hit the gym to get a male with prostate gland probjump start on your metabolism, lems, heart attack, stroke and posget a healthy lunch and a small sibly death.
Addiction to prescription or
dinner no later than six o'clock.
One in ten cases of anorexia or over the counter diet pills is combulimia nervosa leads to death mon and can also lead to serious
from starvation, cardiac arrest, permanent injury or death.
other medical complications or
see FITNESS p.9
suicide. It is important to under-

* APART MEN TS

A wonderful place to call home
♦

Offering spacious one, two
bedroom apartment homes

♦

Unique floor plans designed for modern
living

+

Full size washer dryers in each apartment

♦

24 hour fitness center

♦

Volleyball court and playground

♦

Swimming pool

and three

Call today
434-392-5300
900 Poplar Forest Drive
Farmville, VA 23901

www.DODlarforestaDts.com
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Katie Lx)unc Lea"'ives
Today Snow alter 15 Years
LoreyYofk
Stiff Writ*

Katie Couric is leaving the Today
Show on NBC to be the first
woman anchor to host the CBS
Evening News.
Known for her likeability and
charisma, 49-year-old Couric has
been working for NBC since
1989. She announced her decision to leave on her 15th
anniversary of the Today Show.
"I wanted to tell all of you out
there who have watched the
show for the past 15 years, that
after listening to my heart and
my gut—two things that have
served me pretty well in the pastI've decided I'll be leaving
Today' at the end of May," said
Couric on the show.
Couric will be replacing Bob
Schieffer who replaced Dan
Rather last year after Rather's
retirement She will stay on at
Today for sweeps month before
moving to CBS in September.
This all comes after months of
silence from Couric about
rumors of the move. She will be
making $15 million for five years
at CBS and she will also have a
part in 60 Minutes as a correspondent
Many believe the motivation
behind her move comes from
the extra hours it will allow her
to spend with her two daughters.
Along with this belief came
other criticisms and statements
of Couric on her move, such as

allegations that she may have a
liberal bias, as well as a debate on
how she may blur the lines
between entertainment and serious news.
Walter Cronkite who hosted
the CBS Evening News from
1962 to 1981, commented on
Couric's move to the series on
Larry King Live after King asked
him "whether a man should be
anchor and whether news of war
should be delivered in a male
voice."
Cronkite tried to avoid the
question before saying, "I think a
talented woman, talented as a
journalist not just a show person,
can do it as well as a man can do
it"
With all this criticism, CBS
stands by its decision for Couric
because of her start as a hard
news reporter and her ability to
boost ratings.
Couric was born in Arlington,
Virginia and graduated from
University of Virginia. She covered the Gulf War in 1991, interviewed United States President
John F. Kennedy twice and the
Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia.
Her most memorable on-air
reporting came after the deaths
of her husband Jay Monahan,
who died of colon cancer in
1998, and her sister Emily Couric
(Virginia State Senator) died of
pancreatic cancer in 2001. Their
deaths inspired Couric's cancer
fundraising for cancer research
all for cancer awareness.

Instruction and assistance needed for successful
local business person.
Adobe Illustrator,
Dreamweaver, using HTML code,
search engine optimization, etc. Also, looking
for all types of writing; copy, articles, press
releases, newsletters. Contact
Sandy Henderson, 434-390-8855 or
sandv@rugratsva.com.
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Electronics Recycling in Farmville on Eartn Dau
Kathleen Register
Exttulm Dirtctor, CUtm Virgin*
Wattrwtjs

Has your cell phone, computer or
television stopped working? Do
you have other small electronic
items that are no longer wanted?
It is better for our environment to
recycle these items rather than to
send them to the landfill.
On Saturday, April 22, from 9
a.m. to noon, local residents and
students can recycle small electronics by taking them to the
Prince Edward County Natural
Resource Building, located by the
blue water tower on Route 15, one
mile south of the 460 bypass in
Farmville.
Usually there is a fee to recycle
monitors, TVs, and other electronics, but local sponsors have
made it possible to waive all fees.
Donations to support the program will be appreciated, but not
required.
"Old electronic devices contain
hazardous materials, including
lead, mercury, cadmium, and
chromium," said Katie Register,
Executive Director of Clean
Virginia Waterways (CVW). CVW,
a program of
Longwood
University, is one of the organizers of this e-recycling event
According to Jonathan Pickett,
Planning and Zoning Director for
Prince Edward County, "A major
source of mercury in municipal
waste systems is from electronics.
FITNESS cont'd p.8
If you choose to use a
legal over the counter drug
to assist in your weight loss
goals, consult your doctor
first. You may have an allergic reaction or the drug may
cause serious side-effects
with medications you are
currendy taking
So remember, a little
exercise
never
killed anybody, but
obsession
and

Attention:
There are 41 books missing from the Career
Center Resource Room. If you have one in
your possession, please bring it back!
You can leave it on the bench outside of the
Career Center or on the table in the Lobby
area of the ground floor of Lancaster!

Many of these metals can be
recovered and recycled by demanufacturing and recycling of
electronic devices. This recycling
event is a great way for all of us to
keep these things out of our landfill."
Prince Edward County will be
underwriting some of the expenses associated with this event.
Phones, computers, printers,
batteries and other small electronics can lead to pollution when not
disposed of properly. According
to Alecia Daves, District Manager
of the Piedmont Soil and Water
Conservation
District,
"Computer monitors and television screens using cathode ray
tubes are of significant concern as
they contain an average of four
pounds of lead. Anyone upgrading to a flat-screen TV should
bring their old TV in for rccycling."
The Prince Edward County
Natural Resources Building is
located in the Prince Edward
County Industrial Park on Route
15, just one mile south of
Farmville's Wal-Mart.
Look for the blue water tower
just south of the 460 bypass.
Volunteers from Longwood
University will be assisting with
the recycling from 9 a.m. to noon.
The e-recycling event is open
to all residents and students of
Prince Edward County, Farmville,
Amelia County and surrounding
communities. Small business

abuse of your body can lead
to serious illness you'll be
dealing with the rest of your
life.
College gives us plenty of
time to make stupid choices
we'll regret. For the time
being, let's keep those to
risque pictures, bad hair
decisions and poor taste in
the opposite sex.

owners and those needing to recycle large quantities of TVs and
computer monitors should call
CVW at 395-2602. This electronics recycling collection event is
intended for households, but
small businesses will be accommodated as much as possible.
Items Accepted for Collection:
Computers (CPUs, monitors,
keyboatds, cables, mice)
Cell Phones, Telephones
Laptops
TVs, VCRs, and DVDs
Fax machines, desk-top copiers
Video Game Consoles
Printers & Scanners
Camcorders
Batteries
Stereos & Speakers
Other small electronics
Erase all files before bringing
computers to the recycling event.
The recycling company will also
physically destroy the memory
card of old computers by shooting a nail through the machine
with a nail gun.
"Items not accepted for collection:
Microwaves, larger copiers, and
larger appbances including stoves,
refrigerators, and washers/dryers.
Sponsors of this event include
CVW of Longwood University,
Prince Edward County, Piedmont
Soil and Water Conservation
District, Longwood University,
Wal-Mart, Farmville Herald and
Amelia County. For more details,
call CVW at (434) 395-2602

NAGS HEAD
4 month student summer rentals

Check out:
seabreezerealty.com or
call: 252-255.6328
for more details.

Do You Have
Student Loans?
How are you going to pay off
your debt after graduation?
Longwood does not offer you a
seminar to help.
Tell Longwood you want one!
Sign an interest sheet located
in the Student Union, Dining
hall, or your residence hall
before April 23.
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Softball Splits Home Doublekeader Against UVA
Jason Long
Stttf Writer

The Lancer Softball team extended their winning streak to nine
games Tuesday evening before
dropping the second contest of a
doubleheader
against
the
University of Virginia (UVA) in
extra innings.
The first game of the evening
ended by way of the eight-run
rule when Longwood took an 8-0
lead in the bottom of the fifth.
Sophomore hurler Rachel Mills
of the Lancers earned her eighteenth victory of the season,
shutting out the Cavaliers in five
innings.
"We've been riding Rachel all
year," explained Head Coach
Kathy Riley. "We have been fortunate lately with our schedule to
give her some rest and she has
had good movement and location
on her pitches."
Junior first baseman Tori Flint
started the scoring for Longwood

with her first homerun of the
season, a three-run shot over the
left-field fence. Following the
homer, freshman Kori Bonner
batded back from a 0-2 count to
reach first base via a walk and
was later driven home on a double by sophomore centerfielder
Caitlin Hooe.
Two batters later, sophomore
shortstop Ryan Washington singled to right field, scoring Hooe
and giving the Lancers an early
5-0 lead.
The score remained the same
until the bottom of the fifth
when Washington tripled to right
field and later scored from a single by freshman outfielder
Danielle Skapura. In the same
inning, senior Mallory Gordon
ended the game with a two-RBI
double, scoring sophomore
Kristina Garrison and junior
Pepper Wilson.
The Cavaliers came out swinging in the day's second game,
using a Longwood error in the
first to take an early 1-0 lead.

The Lancers quickly answered
with four runs of their own.
With the bases loaded, Wilson
emptied the bases with a one-out

double, eventually coming home
thanks to a single to right field by
freshman Emily Radford.
UVA refused to go quietly,
scoring their second run with a
homer over the left field fence by
shortstop Sara I^rquier in the
second inning.
The score remained 4-2 until
the top of the sixth. Following a

leadoff single by leftfielder
Lindsey Preuss and a walk by
Larquier, Whitney Holstun cut
the lead in half for the Cavaliers
with a RBI single. Holstun later
stole second, attracting the
Lancers' attention just long
enough to allow Larquier to
reach home for the tying run.
Longwood appeared ready to
put the ballgame out of reach in
the bottom of the sixth when
they quickly loaded the bases
with one out, but stranded all
three runners before entering the
seventh.
Moments later, the Cavaliers
found themselves in a similar
bases-loaded, one-out situation
when Washington grabbed a
hard-hit line drive and tagged
third before Jessica Taylor could
get back on base, pulling off a
dazzling unassisted double play
to end the inning.
"I caught the ball and didn't
realize she was so far out," said
Washington following the game.
"I just dove at the bag hoping she

1^ 1^" 1^" 1^" 1^" T^1 T^11^ *F T^" T^1 T^" 1^ 1^" T^ 1^" ^F1^" '1^' T^" T^ T^" T^" 1^" T^" T^"
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wouldn't get back before me."
UVA later scored the game's
winning run in the top of the
eighth when Holstun scored
Jackie Greer from third base with
a single up the middle.
Coty Tolar was the winning
pitcher for the Cavaliers, raising
their record to 25-19. Mills was
saddled with the loss after relieving starter Denee Porter in the
3rd. The Lancers, now ranked
98th of 275 Division I programs,
improve to 23-19 in the season.
Regardless of the outcome of
the second game, Riley was
pleased with her team's effort
Tuesday evening against UVA.
"We want to bring an excitement to our campus and have
people interested in what all of
our athletic teams are doing,"
explained Riley.
The Lancers play a doubleheader on the road this weekend
against Norfolk State and return
home April 29 for two games
against Georgetown. Action
begins at 1 pm.
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IT'S TIME TO GET
YOUR TAN ON!!!!
Bring in this ad and
Longwood Village will give you
two free sessions in our
tanning bed!!!!

3 bedroom /
3 bathroom with
utilities included for
only $1000 per
month!!!!

^¥SE
ortesr
deal*
1ST

t

Longwood Village
208 Clark St
Farmvllle, VA 23901

434-3X5-5506

www.lontfivood-villaige.coni
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Lancer Box Scores
Jaaon Long
Staff W'nler

1 would like to send my utmost
condolences to whoever accepts
the men's basketball head coaching position at North Carolina
State.
Unless Athletic Director Lee
Fowler pulls off something
absolutely unforeseen, such as
luring Rick Pitino, Bobby Knight,
or God himself to Raleigh, fans
all over Carolina will spurn the
next Wolfpack coach just like
they did Herb Sendek.
Sendek spent 10 years at N.C.
State, put together a respectable
191-132 record, and led the
Wolfpack to five straight NCAA
appearances. Yet, fans were not
satisfied and called for his firing
almost every season.
At last, Sendek had heard
enough, and left for Arizona

State.
The bottom line is that
Wolfpack fans are tired of being
the third-best college basketball
team within a 30-mile radius.
But what can you do when
such coaching icons as Roy
Williams and Mike Krzyzewski
have already set up shop just
down the road?
Between the two are 15 Final
Fours, four national championships, and over 100 tournament wins.
It is almost like entering a
songwriting contest against Bob
Dylan. Even if you could manage to write "Free Fallin' ", Dylan
comes right back at you with
'Tangled Up In Blue".
You want to know how intense
the pressure will be on the next
head coach of the Wolfpack?
Just ask Texas's Rick Barnes or
John Calipari of Memphis, who

reportedly turned down big raises
at N.C. State to stay at their
respective schools.
I am not saying a winner cannot be built in Raleigh, which has
already been done, but living up
to the fan expectations of beating
Duke and UNC on a regular basis
may be.
Unless N.C. State brings in a
coach with enough name recognition to pull major recruits away
from Krzyzewski or Williams, history is bound to repeat itself once
again, and Fowler will be looking
for another head coach within a
few years.
This article was submitted as
a weekly sports column by staff
writer Jason Long. If you wish
to submit any suggestions for
"Long's Shots", please email
Jason atjllong@longwood.edu.

In the Numbers:
6347: Strokes this season by the women's golf team.
2nd: Finish by men's golf team this past weekend
among 10 teams competing in the Cape May
Invitational.
13: Games left for the baseball team this season.
45-28: Career W-L for junior tennis player Rashko
Patnikov.
28: Home Runs hit by the LU softball team.
15: Home Runs hit by the LU baseball team.
769: Batters faced by sophomore pitcher Rachel Mills.
74: Strikeouts thrown by Brian McCullough in 320 at
bats.
108: Saves by lacrosse goalie Emily Wilson.
132: Goals by LU lacrosse team so far this season.

Scheduled Home Sporting Events
for the Week of April 21st - 27th
Friday the 21st
Lacrosse vs St Mary's
4 p.m.
New Athletics Complex

Saturda

y ** 22nd

Mens rugby
1 p.m.
First Avenue
Baseball vsNCA&T
1 p.m. (Double-header)
Lancer Stadium

Sunday the 23rd
Baseball vs NC A&T
1 p.m.
Lancer Stadium

(April 14-20)
Baseball (1S-21)
vs Liberty-L 0-8
vs VirginiaTeck - L1-3
Softball (22-18)
vsUVA-W8-0,L4~5
MensGoU
Cape May Invitational - 2nd ol 10
Men's Tennis (8-10)
vs Elon - L 0-7
vs George Mason - W 7-0
Women's Tennis (9-9)
vs Elon-L 2-5
vs George Mason - W 6-0

y«y
no grass cutting • no leaf raking
no snow shoveling

$5,000 Cash toward closing*
One Floor living - No Steps!
• 2 Full Baths • 2 or 3 Bedrooms • Enclosed Patio
2-Story Plans with First Floor Masters Also Available

NEW Homes from $144,990

JLA. Wood Corp.
49 Han of Quahtt Cra/tmanstap
you apKt in a home
www.jawoodcorp.com

.... •'
Model. Open Wed. • Sat. 11-5

(434) 392-2211
1517 WbodUnd Court
Located behind Longwood Vilafe
Shopping Center on Minwood Road

Vfiplad toward potits and closhg cost! when using Bulder recommended Lender.

Monday the 24th
Lacrosse vs American
4 p.m.
New Athletics Complex
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Have you signed a lease for 2006-2007 yet?
Take a Tour of our apartments
SHourly Door PrizesS
?A11 of your questions answered?
ONLY THAT-DAY Leasing Specials!
Meet the behind-the-scenes people of NTC
& get all of your questions answered
."
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C\1A) 892-7440
AIM: iewcnaseBazz
FREE prizes from

Domino's Pizza
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